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Nike and Brazil designer Pedro Lourenco launched over several cooperation, both sides will be the color design concept is gradually
revealing the women for training and sports equipment, the pursuit of luxury. But the forthcoming Nike Blazer Low x Pedro Lourenco
sports equipment is not exact, but still expressed the design style of luxury. The black and white leather, respectively. The collocation
of gold and silver metallic leather. Two new products will be available in December 4th for men and women size while landing
NikeLab X158 on sale. 

store address: 

NikeLab X158

Shanghai City, Xuhui District Xinle Road No. 158 

Basketball, party, street culture, along with the Iverson and Question series for 20 years. 

basketball is one of the most entertaining sports and fashion, the trend is closely related to the perfect fusion, and street culture,
including street, street dance, graffiti, skateboarding has a direct or indirect association, and the party culture, hip-hop, clothing,
jewelry and other similarly seamless. Looking back on the past NBA history, it is no doubt that Allen, ·, and Iverson are the ones who
combine these elements and promote the best. 

he is the representative of street culture NBA, Portland, even misfits and NBA positive image, but leading the trend, he will also love
this black culture into the party culture, wantonly show his own success, has become the object of imitation of young people
nowadays. 

Reebok this year is the "problem" series was born 20 years ago in 1996 20th anniversary, Iverson joined NBA, launched Question
series as its sponsor, and in this year in order to give the series a series of celebrations, Reebok frequently engraved various
versions, which represent the party culture is Question 1 White Party gold color. 

shoes in addition to the use of party culture is very white and gold popular, will also become Plaid vamp design, but also a
combination of luxury culture, with stylish toe cap and heel suede fur elements, it is reported that the shoes are on sale in June 7,
2016 for diehard Iverson is definitely a big news. 
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